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Abstract
With the increasing complexity of distributed control tasks based on their intellectualization,
there are problems of insufficient time and computing resources for functioning in real time.
In this regard, there is a need to develop methods for organizing distributed real-time computer
systems, based on the consolidation of distributed computing resources with their integration
into clusters. The possibilities of increasing the probability of timely servicing of waitingcritical requests in the cluster as a result of query replication and controlling the time of
destruction of potentially expired replicas in node queues are investigated. The cluster is
represented as a group of queuing systems with infinite queues with a limited average waiting
time. The effectiveness of the reserved service of a real-time request is determined by the
probability of executing at least one of the generated copies of the request in the maximum
allowable time without losing it due to errors and waiting time limits in the queues of cluster
nodes. It is shown that there is an optimal multiplicity of query replication with a significant
influence of the choice of restrictions on the waiting time for requests in queues before they
are destroyed.
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1. Introduction
One of the key trends in the development of modern automated control systems is their
intellectualization and construction on the basis of distributed computer systems for storing,
transmitting and processing data. Ensuring the high quality of distributed management is based on the
concept of multi-agent systems. In multi-agent systems, decision-making in changing operating
conditions involves the interaction of agents characterized by autonomy, intelligence, purposefulness
and activity of behavior. The strategy of interaction of agents for making coordinated decisions,
especially when solving difficult-to-formalize tasks, is currently increasingly based on neural network
technology [1-3].
With the increasing complexity of automated control tasks, there are problems of insufficient time
and computing resources for the functioning of a neural network in real time. In this regard, there is a
need to develop methods for organizing distributed computer systems in real time, based on the
consolidation of distributed computing resources with their integration into clusters [4-6].
For distributed real-time computer systems, it is fundamental to support the reliability and timeliness
of the computing process, which can be considered as a key condition for their operability. [7- 10].
The reliability and timeliness of executing requests that are critical to delays in computer systems
and networks can be increased as a result of increasing the computing resources of their consolidation
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and load balancing and priority distribution. Additional opportunities to increase the reliability and
probability of timely execution of requests in real time are provided by their replication with redundant
service [11-13]. Real-time redundant service is successful when at least one replica (copy) of the request
is completed in a time less than the established limits [11-14]. The organization of redundant service in
the cluster, of course, allows you to increase the reliability of calculations, but it is associated with the
need to resolve a technical contradiction. Indeed, replication (copying) of requests executed in different
nodes of the cluster can lead to both a decrease in the time until the first result is received, and to its
increase due to an increase in the total load of the cluster.
The efficiency and expediency of redundant query execution in a cluster represented by a group of
queuing systems with infinite queues is shown in [11-15]. The possibilities of combining the reserved
service of waiting-critical requests with the regulation of the number of places in the queues of cluster
system nodes are analyzed in [16]. The effect analyzed in [16] is achieved as a result of reducing the
load achieved by destroying requests received when the queue length exceeds the established limits. In
this case, the queue increases above the set limit when the system load increases. The boundary length
of the queue at which requests are not accepted for service at the node is set based on maximizing the
probability of timely servicing at least one of the copies of requests. At the same time, [16] shows the
existence of an optimal multiplicity of reservation requests and an adjustable queue length, at which the
maximum probability of timely error-free service of requests is achieved. Potentially, the effect of
increasing the probability of timely service can also be achieved by combining the reservation of
requests with the regulation of the average waiting time for requests before they are destroyed in queues.
Moreover, the specified average time before the destruction of requests in queues may in principle not
coincide with the maximum allowable time t0 of waiting for requests in queues, set based on the
requirements of application tasks performed in real time.
The purpose of the work is to study the possibilities of increasing the probability of timely servicing
of waiting-critical requests in the cluster as a result of query replication and regulating the time of
destruction of potentially expired replicas in node queues.
The effectiveness of the reserved service of a real-time request is determined by the probability of
executing at least one of the generated copies of the request in the maximum allowable time without
losing it due to errors and waiting time restrictions in the queues of cluster nodes.

2. The probability of servicing requests in the cluster when adjusting the time
of destruction of expired replicas of requests
A cluster of m nodes is represented as a group of m queuing systems (QMS) with infinite queues
with a limit on the average waiting time t (QMS with impatient customers) [17-19]. If the waiting time
for a request in the queue exceeds the set time, it leaves the system without maintenance (it is destroyed).
It is assumed that the time of destruction of overdue requests has an exponential distribution with an
average t. Note that individual requests can be in the queue for both more and less time t. It should also
be noted that the time t in general does not coincide with the maximum allowable waiting time t0, which
is set based on the requirements for solving real-time application problems.
Let's consider the service process in some one of the m n-channel QMS with a waiting time limit
[17-19]. In each of the m QMS, a decrease in the number of requests occurs as a result of either the
completion of their service with an intensity of µ=1/v, or as a result of their leaving the queue with an
intensity of τ=1/t. At the same time, v is the average time of their execution,
The transition from the state with k requests in the Sk system to the state with k-1 requests Sk-1 is
performed at. k<n, with intensityk,k-1=k. If there are r applications in the queue (k=n+r), then the
transition from the Sk state to Sk-1 occurs either when one of the n applications is completed, or one of
the r applications is destroyed in the queue. For the studied QMS, the average queue length is calculated
as [17-19]
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At the same time, the loading of one of the m QMS of the group is carried out. Without replication
of requests, loading one of the m nodes of the cluster, and when creating K replicas of each request,
while λ is the intensity of the input stream of requests to the cluster, while α is loading one of the m
QMS of the group. Without query replication, loading one of the m nodes of the cluster, and when
creating K replicas of each request, while λ is the intensity of the input stream of requests to the cluster

   ,    K  m .

Each of the L requests in the node queue can leave it with an intensity of τ=1/t, that is, on average,
Lv requests leave the queue per unit of time. Thus, the absolute and relative throughput of a cluster node
is calculated as:
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The probability of a replica being denied service by a cluster node is calculated as:
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and the probability of serving a request without destroying it in the queue is calculated as
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L
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The probability of executing (without destroying in queues) at least one copy of the reserved request
in the cluster is calculated as:

P  1 QK .
The dependence of the probability of servicing at least one of the reserved requests in the cluster on
the intensity of their receipt when setting the request waiting limits is shown in Figure 1. The
multiplicity of replication 1, 2, 3 corresponds to curves 1, 2, 3 with an average waiting time to
destruction in queues t=1 s, and curves 4, 5, 6 with t=5 s. The calculation is performed for a cluster of
m=8 nodes represented by single-channel QMS (n=1) with an unlimited queue at v=0.1 s. The figure
shows the expediency of setting the multiplicity of query replication depending on the intensity of
queries λ. Thus, for the variants presented by the graphs, as λ increases, it is advisable to consistently
switch the replication multiplicity K=3, 2, 1. The presented graphs show the significance of the impact
on the probability of servicing requests of choosing the waiting time in the queue before destroying the
replicas of requests. The dependence of the probability of servicing at least one of the reserved requests
in the cluster on the multiplicity of request replication is shown in Figure 2. In the figure of the intensity
of request receipt λ=20, 30.25 1/s, curves 1, 2 ,3 at t=5 s and curves 4, 5, 6 at t=2 s correspond to the
curves. Fig. 2 shows the existence of an optimal multiplicity of query replication with a significant
influence of the choice of restrictions on the waiting time for requests in queues before they are
destroyed.

Figure 1: The dependence of the probability of servicing at least one of the reserved requests in the
cluster on the intensity of their receipt when setting request waiting limits

Figure 2: The dependence of the probability of servicing requests by the cluster on the multiplicity
of their replication

3. The probability of timely maintenance when replicating requests with the
regulation of waiting time for replicas in queue
Let's analyze the effect of limiting the average waiting time t in the queue before destroying requests
on the probability of servicing them for a time less than the maximum allowable value t0. The
probability of not exceeding the waiting time of the maximum allowable waiting time value t0 in each
of the m CMOS representing the cluster node is calculated based on a modification of the well-known
formula [17-19] for systems with a limited waiting time for requests t is calculated as:
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where q and P0 are determined by the formulas (1) and (2).
The probability of timely maintenance when the waiting time is less than t0 with the destruction of
requests in the cluster node queue from the waiting time limit t is defined as

F1  qF (t0 ) .
In case of redundant servicing of requests with the formation of K replicas and the conditions for
timely execution of at least one replica in at least one of the m nodes of the cluster, it is calculated as:

F2  1  (1  F1 ) K .
To evaluate the effectiveness of regulating the waiting time limits in nodes t, as a prototype, we
consider a cluster in whose nodes the destruction of requests does not occur. When representing the
cluster nodes of the prototype CFR type M/M/1 [20, 21], the probability of redundant request service
during the waiting time less than the maximum allowable value t 0 in a cluster with the formation of K
replicas of requests is calculated as:
K
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Let's first consider a cluster without reserving requests. The dependence of the probability of timely
servicing (for a time less than t0=0.5 s) of requests in the cluster on the intensity of their receipt when
setting the request waiting limits t= 0.5, 1, 2, 5 s is represented by curves 1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 3. Curve 5
represents the case without limiting the request waiting time in the cluster nodes. The calculation is
performed for a cluster containing m=8 computer nodes represented by single-channel QMS (n=1) with
an unlimited queue at v=0.1 s.
The presented dependencies show the effectiveness of reserving requests with a significant impact
on the probability of timely servicing requests by choosing the waiting time in the queue before
destroying the replicas of requests.

Figure 3: Dependence of the probability of timely unserved servicing of requests in the cluster on
the intensity of their receipt

Figure 4: The dependence of the probability of timely duplicated servicing of requests in the cluster
on the intensity of their receipt

The conducted studies confirm the possibility of controlling the probability of timely error-free
service of requests as a result of regulating the multiplicity of replication and the time of destruction of
potentially expired replicas in node queues.
The proposed models and technical solutions for ensuring the reliability and timeliness of redundant
services that are critical to queue delays are supposed to be adapted for use within the framework of the
concept of Ultrareliable and Low-Latency Wireless Communication [22-24] for organizing
communication in distributed control systems.

4. Conclusion
Analytical models are proposed and the possibilities of increasing the probability of timely servicing
of waiting-critical requests in a real-time cluster as a result of query replication and controlling the time
of destruction of potentially expired replicas in node queues are shown.
The influence of the regulation of limiting the average waiting time t in the queue before the
destruction of requests on the probability of their timely service for a time less than the maximum
allowable value t0 is shown.
It is shown that there is an optimal multiplicity of replication of requests with a significant impact
on the probability of their timely maintenance by choosing restrictions on the waiting time for requests
in queues before they are destroyed.
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